Methods of order 2 and 4 are developed for the continuous approximation of thesolution of a nonlinear fourth-order two-point boundary value problem. Numerical results are briefly summarized to demonstrate the practical usefulness of the methods. § 1. Introduction and Description of Methods
(0(t)=f x (t, x(t))
and E is the unit matrix). sider a quintic spline function of the form :
(
1.6) x h (t)="i±atQe(t/h--i) (nh = l)
with undetermined coefficients (a_ 5 , a_ 4 , ••• , a n _i). The above %^(0 will be an approximate solution to the problem (1.1)-(1.2) if it satisfies (1.7) subject to the same boundary conditions (1.
2). Here P l is an operator defined by (Pig}(t)= S giLi(t), where L t (t) is a piecewise linear function with the propi=0
erty Li(tj)=dtj, tj-jh. Any two piecewise linear functions coincide with each other if and only if they coincide at the nodes, therefore we see that equation (1.7) is equivalent to the following n+1 equations:
The boundary conditions give four equations towards the determination of the unknowns :
The number of undetermined coefficients is n+5 and the conditions (1.8) - (1.9) give the requisite number of equations. Corresponding to x(t\ one can determine uniquely a quintic spline function of the form (1.10) **® so that
On using consistency relation :
( Since the coefficient matrix of (1.17) is nonsingular, the operator P 2 is welldefined. By a simple calculation, any two quadratic spline functions coincide with each other if and only if they coincide at the mid points £1+1/2, i=Q(T)n-1 and the end points t iy i=Q, n. Since z#(t) and P z f(t, z h (i)) are quadratic spline functions, we have the following determining equations G(/3)=0 from (1.16):
-f(t c , (l/720)(/3-1 +57/3_ 2 +302£-3 +302j3_ 4 +57£-6 + J 3-e)) ,
; , (l/46080)(|8,+722;8 ( -1 +10543j9 i _,+235480,-, +10543/3 i -4 +722^-6 +/3 < -6 )), i
The boundary conditions give four equations:
The number of undetermined coefficients is n+6 and the conditions (1.18)-(1.19) precisely give the requisite number of equations. Corresponding to x(t\ one^can determine a sextic spline function z h (t) of the form Here we remark that the preceding argument can be also applicable to the general fourth order differential equations :
subject to the boundary conditions (1.
2). § 2. Existence and Convergence of Spline Approximations
In this section we shall consider the case using the quintic spline function, since the similar analysis can be applicable to the method using the sextic spline.
Let /(a) be the Jacobian matrix of F(a) with respect to a=(a- 5 , a_ 4 , •••, a n -i\ In order to investigate the property of /(#), we consider a linear system : 
2) #(0=2fi06«/A-i) and ^(t)= rj t L t (t i=-5 i=0
From (2.1), we have
3)
#'(0)
37-1 Since two piecewise linear functions 0 C4) (0 and P\(0<j>)(t)-\-<!>(£) coincide at the nodes t i} f=0(l)n, we have that is, (2.4) (j) w -(r^=-(I-P 1 )(ff^+^ (I the unit operator).
By using the assumption that the problem (1. !)-(!. 2) has the isolated solution. provided that h Q is sufficiently small, where C is a generic constant independent of h. Since ||0||^C||f|| and ||c£||^C|M|, we have Thus all the conditions (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) of Newton-Kantorovitch's theorem are fulfilled. Therefore F(a)=0 has one and only one solution a in the neighbourhood of a (see Rail [1] This problem has two isolated solutions such that x(t)=4/(l+t) z and jc(0.5) ==-10.53. We have listed the numerical results for the larger solution x(t)= All the computations were performed in double precision arithmetic in order to keep the rounding errors to a minimum. The observed maximum errors in absolute value for Examples 1 and 2 are displayed in Tables 1 and 2 . We remark that by using Richardson's ^-extrapolation technique the accuracy of our computed solution can be improved at the knots. In Tables 3 and 4 , the errors mean the absolute values of the followings : for quintic splines, {16* fc/8 (l/2)-* ft (l/2)}/15-*(l/2) for sextic splines. 
